The ModTruss Extrusion and Truss Series have become standout choices among audio video integrators for rigging infrastructure. Whether being used in places of worship, theaters, universities, entertainment settings, commercial spaces, or anywhere in between, ModTruss has the solution!
OUR SOLUTIONS ARE ROOTED IN:

MODULAR, RECONFIGURABLE
building components

PRE-ENGINEERED
building components

OFF THE SHELF
building components

TR | TRUSS SERIES

With 6” axis connectivity every 3” ModTruss is a highly versatile solution for any rigging infrastructure challenge.

The ModTruss TR Series Profiles: 3” | 6” | 12”
Standard Materia: Steel & Aluminum
Available Lengths: 3”–120”

EX | EXTRUSION SERIES

Available in 3 profiles, ModTruss Extrusion Beams and columns offer high load capacities and long spanning capabilities while offering a low profile, aesthetically pleasing look.

visit www.modtruss.com for all ModTruss load tables
Integrate rigging, lighting, audio and video products with ease using ModTruss “Insert Nuts” and “Nut Bars”. ModTruss T Rigging Mounts or Beam Clamps can literally be placed anywhere along a ModTruss Extrusion Beam for ultimate rigging versatility. ModTruss also has a variety of other accessories including base plates and more to make your project complete.

ADVANTAGE

THE 6”x12” AND 6”x6” MODTRUSS EXTRUSIONS ARE CONNECTED INTERNALLY OFFERING A SEAMLESS CONTINUOUS LOOK TO THE BEAM OR COLUMN
“Keder Track” on each of the four corners of the extrusion profiles are a great way to add curtains, banners, or screens.

The sleek, discreet profile of the extrusion beam is a leading reason that many worship space integrators specify ModTruss for its rigging infrastructure.

The ModTruss Extrusion can be provided in continuous lengths up to 20’ and cut to custom lengths within inches to efficiently meet desired beam requirements like never before. Curved and Radiused Extrusion beams are also available.

All ModTruss Extrusion profiles are completely compatible with the ModTruss Truss Series. Combining the 2 series provide a great solution for ground supported A/V integration.
MODCAPABLE

Video wall header bars mount effortlessly into the ModTruss Extrusion track for a clean and seamless integration.

Black anodizing or powder coating in nearly any color of the ModTruss line adds to the ability to blend with the architect’s vision of the facility.
ModTruss is a revolutionary approach to designing and building for any type of industry, application, or sector.
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